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This article deals with three works made in 1975 by the
feminist video collectives Les Insoumuses and Vidéa: La
Marche de Femmes à Hendaye, Manifestation à Hendaye
and Les Mères Espagnoles. It explores how these Parisian
feminist video collectives engaged with Basque political
activism in the wake of the final assassinations of the
Franco regime in 1975. We trace the genealogies of these
video tapes as well as those of the activist collectives that
they represent, firstly looking at the complex relationship
between feminist, anti-fascist and anti-imperialist collectives. We then look at these works as particular, situated
examples of videographic border-crossing, looking at the
relationship between borders and the frame. Through an
analysis of faces and faciality, we look at how the videos
develop an aesthetics and politics of resistance, and we
analyse how they ultimately offer an alternative, politicised vision of motherhood, echoing and reinforcing the
vision of motherhood offered by the mothers who are
interviewed on the tapes. Ultimately the article argues
that the prism offered by these extraordinary examples
of DIY, feminist video-activism give us new insights into
the ways in which we might rethink solidarity, offering alternative forms of genealogy through which to approach
collective activism, echoing video genealogies, with their
complex relationship to other forms of activist film, and
feminist genealogies, with their sometimes fraught relationship with anti-fascist and leftist political activism in
the context of the Long Sixties.
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INTRODUCTION
On the 5th October 1975, two months before
the death of Franco, thousands of women from
feminist and anti-fascist collectives from all
over France travelled by coach to Hendaye
to participate in a women's march through
the town to the border between France and
Spain. Eight days earlier, on 27th September,
five men - Juan Paredes Manot “Txiki”, Ángel Otaegui, José Luis Sánchez Bravo, Ramón
García Sanz and Humberto Baena, the first
two members of ETA (Euskadi Ta Askatasuna) and the last three of FRAP (Frente Revolucionario Antifascista y Patriota) - had
been executed by the Franco regime amidst
widespread international condemnation. The
histories of these men and their brutal executions have been documented and captured
in popular memory as one of the defining
moments of Francoist repression.1 Less well
known, however, is the history of the women
who supported them. This article looks at the
engagement with these events from the part
of two Paris-based feminist video collectives,
Les Insoumuses, who made La Marche des
femmes à Hendaye/The Women's March in Hendaye and Les Mères espagnoles/Spanish Mothers,
and Vidéa, who made the tape Manifestation à

1

See Joseba Zulaika, Basque Violence: Metaphor and Sacrament (Reno and Las Vegas: University of Nevada Press,
1988) or Javier Sánchez Erauskin, Txiki-Otaegi. El viento y
las raíces (San Sebastian: Hordago, 1978). Further examples of can be found in the songs of Luis Eduardo Aute, “Al
Alba” (1975), the Basque singer Imanol Lazabal “El pueblo
no olvidará” (1976), and The Kelly Family, “Txiki” (1981).

2

Edurne Epelde Pagola, Miren Aranguren Etxarte, and Iratxe
Retolaza Gutierrez, eds., Gure Genealogia Feministak. Euskal Herriko Mugimendu Feministaren kronika bat (Andoain:
Emagin Elkartea, 2015).

3

Paul Ryan, “Cybernetic Guerilla Warfare,” Radical Software , 1.3 (1971), 39.

4

Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison,
trans. Alan Sheridan (London: Penguin 2020 [1975]), 218.
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Hendaye – 5 Octobre 1975/Protest in Hendaye –
5th October 1975.
The first part of the article delves into the
background of the work of these two collectives, situating it within the wider concern
with transnational, anti-imperialist political
activism explored by the groups and affiliated video collectives. We use the framework of
genealogies to consider how feminists who
participated in the tapes allied themselves
with different struggles, reflecting recent
work on Basque feminist genealogies,2 as
well as (less recent) work on the "genealogy"
of militant video.3 We then go on more specifically to consider the aesthetics of the two
video pieces, asking firstly how Les Insoumuses and Vidéa approach the filming of the
protest in Hendaye; secondly considering the
importance of the border and border crossing
in the tapes by Les Insoumuses; thirdly, discussing the importance of faces and faciality,
with particular reference to Spanish Mothers, and finally, we return to the question of
the mother, and of motherhood, as a prism
through which to explore the politics and
aesthetics of the two tapes by Les Insoumuses. We argue for an approach that takes into
account the productive tensions, complexities and conflicts inherent in what we call a
“politics of solidarity”, following Eva Forest’s From a Spanish Jail, which was, as we will
see, one of the texts that served as a catalyst
for French feminists’ engagements with the
Basque cause. We also argue for an understanding of video activism that resists fixity
and resolution. In Discipline and Punish, Foucault’s influential book that was published in
French the same year as the executions took
place, he argues that: ‘one of the primary objects of discipline si to fix; it is an anti-nomadic technique’.4 We argue that these videos explore bodies resisting a certain kind of
repressive discipline –fascism– in ways that
seek to reflect the expression of resistance in
formal terms.
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PART ONE: VIDEO GENEALOGIES
Feminist Videoactivism in France
Both Protest in Hendaye and Women’s March
in Hendaye document the protest in Hendaye, following the day from its beginnings,
with the preparation of the protest, from the
moment of the arrival of buses from all over
France, through the march itself, to the arrival of the march at the border, where Women’s March in Hendaye lingers for some time
before ending on a freeze-frame shot from
the border itself. Vidéa and Les Insoumuses
share footage across both tapes, but edit them
in different ways. Vidéa provide a first-person
account, with a voice-over narrating in the
first-person plural the tensions in the march
from the perspective of those feminists who
travelled from Paris, the tape taking an essayistic approach, and concluding that the
anti-fascist perspective obscured the feminist impetus on the march. Women’s March in
Hendaye uses the same footage to present a
less polemical account, without a voice-over,
with Les Insoumuses’ real interest lying in
crossing the border in order to interview the
mothers; consequently, the tape is seemingly
more implicitly aligned with an anti-fascist
feminist perspective. Spanish Mothers brings
together the testimonies of female family
members of the men who were killed, with
clandestine interviews with Basque militants
in Spain. It incorporates footage appropriated from French news, recorded directly from
the television, including footage of the various marches throughout Europe in protest
against the assassinations, and it also comprises footage shot by Paul Roussopoulos of
a press conference given by exiled members
of the short-lived military organisation Unión Militar Democrática (1974-1976) in Paris
on 13th October 1975.5 In addition the tape includes shots of various newspaper clippings
from the Falangist press. Whilst The Women’s

March in Hendaye and Protest in Hendaye have
more of a focus on documenting a particular moment in the movement in solidarity
with those living in Francoist Spain, Spanish
Mothers elaborates the context by exploring
what was happening in Spain at the time,
from the perspective of those affected by the
political situation.
All three tapes were made using the Sony
Portapak, a hand-held, portable video device
composed of a small camera, and a half-inch
reel-to-reel tape recorder that could be worn
on a strap over the shoulder. The Portapak
came onto the market in France in 1968 and
was soon taken up by militant video collectives seeking new forms of audiovisual representation, outside the mainstream film industry, and in opposition to television. Video
activists such as Carole Roussopoulos, who
was undoubtedly the most prolific, and formed
several collectives including Vidéo Out and
Les Insoumuses, saw in the Portapak a revolutionary tool that would allow for a politics of
emancipation. Vidéo Out taped a huge range
of activist collectives: the Palestinian Liberation Organisation, the Black Panthers, lesbian
and gay movements such as the Homosexual
Front for Revolutionary Action, the Women’s
Liberation Movement (MLF), and many workers’ struggles (covering strikes at the newspaper Jeune Afrique and the Lip watch-makers
factory takeover, for example).6
Vidéo Out not only documented, but also
actively participated in a huge range of activ-

5

Paul Roussopoulos is not credited on the video, but he was
often involved in the filming and editing processes for Les
Insoumuses’ projects, and in the case of Spanish Mothers ,
he also shot the footage of María Victoria in Hoyo de Manzanares. See Martine Storti, Je Suis une Femme, Pourquoi
pas vous?: 1974-1979 Quand Je rancontais le mouvement
des femmes dans Libération (Paris: Michel de Maule,
2010), 52-56. In the first list of videos made for the Centre
Audiovisuel Simone de Beauvoir in 1981, Spanish Mothers
is listed as Espagne, Un and listed as a co-production between “Les Muses” and Vidéo Out, but it has since been
catalogued as a Insoumuses video.
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ist causes, using the Portapak in innovative
ways, for example, during the prostitutes' occupation of the Saint-Nizier church in Lyon,
earlier in 1975, when they embedded television monitors into the exterior walls of the
occupied church, allowing the prostitutes to
broadcast their political demands publically
to passers-by, in turn taping the people that
stopped to listen, and integrating this into the
tape.7 In 1974, at one of the workshops Roussopoulos ran to teach women how to use video
equipment, she met Delphine Seyrig and Ioana Wieder, and together they formed the collective Les Insoumuses. Like many feminist
video collectives, the group began through a
desire for self-representation.8 Vidéa, comprising Anne-Marie Faure, Catherine Lahourcade, Syn Guérin, and Isabelle Fraisse,
the first women-only video group, also formed
that year, following Musidora, the first women’s film festival in France, and equally went
on to make tapes about a wide range of feminist issues, such as debates about prostitution,
homosexuality, and the UN’s declared International Women’s Year.9

6

See Vidéo Out, Munich (1972), L’enterrement de Mahmoud Al
Hamchari (1973), the Lip cycle (1973-76), Le F.H.A.R. (1971),
Y’a qu’à pas baiser (1971-3), Grève à Jeune Afrique (1972).

7

Nataša Petrešin-Bachelez and Giovanna Zapperi, “Defiant
Muses: An Introduction,” in Defiant Muses: Delphine Seyrig
and the Feminist Video Collectives in France in the 1970s and
1980s , ed. Nataša Petrešin-Bachelez and Giovanna Zapperi
(Madrid: Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofia, 2019),
37.

8

See Stéphanie Jeanjean, “Disobedient Video in France in the
1970s: Video by Women's Collectives,” Afterall 27 (2011);
Ros Murray, “Raised Fists: Politics, Technology and Embodiment in 1970s French Video Collectives,” Camera Obscura,
vol. 91, 31, 1 (2016), or Hélène Fleckinger, “Une caméra à
soi,” in Carole Roussopoulos: Caméra militante. Luttes de
libération des années 1970, ed. Hélène Fleckinger (Geneva:
Métis Presses, 2010).

9

Manifestation contre la répression de l’homosexualité : Juin
1977 (Vidéa, 1977), Huit Mars 1975 (Vidéa, 1975), Kate Millet parle de la prostitution avec des féministes (Vidéa, 1975).
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The urge to document oneself and one's
community, to simply pick up a camera without knowing or caring about the aesthetic or
formal concerns that often limited women's
access to film, and to do it with immediacy,
always went hand-in-hand with a commitment to community-education and provoking debate. Video is thus an ideal medium
given its naturally “reflexive” tendency,10 its
capacity for instant-playback, synchronised
sound, and (relatively) minimal equipment.
Many of these features also imply a distinctly lo-fi and often anti-aesthetic image that
groups such as Les Insoumuses,11 Vidéo Out
and Vidéa,12 in the French context, used to
both expose and refuse what they saw as the
aesthetics and politics of film, particularly
the auteur tradition, and television, where
they often incorporated and (implicitly or
explicitly) critiqued newsreel footage.
Activist video collectives often saw their
role as videomakers via a relational framework of bearing witness,13 involving active
participation in events they depicted. Electronic video, alongside certain forms of mil-

10

Yvonne Spielmann, Video: The Reflexive Medium (Cambridge,
Mass. MIT Press, 2005).

11

“Les Muses s'amusent”, the original name of the collective
formed by Wieder, Seyrig, Claude Lefèvre-Jourde, Monique
Duriez and Josée Constatin, was inspired by a poem by Oulipan Raymond Queneau ("Muses et lézards" / "Muses and
Lizards") (authors interview with Wieder, 10 th July 2019). Later, when Paul Roussopoulos mispronounced the name of the
group as "les Insoumuses", Roussopoulos, Seyrig and Wieder
quickly adopted this alternative name, a play on words with
"insoumises". See Petrešin-Bachelez and Zapperi, Defiant
Muses , 17.

12

The etymology of video ("I see" in Latin) became an object of
feminist parody for Vidéa: "I see" in its non-existent feminine
form.

13

See Roger Hallas, Reframing Bodies: AIDS, Bearing Witness
and the Queer Moving Image (Durham, N.C.: Duke University
Press, 2009), and Ed Webb-Ingall, “The technologies and
practices of 1970s video in the UK,” in Other Cinemas , eds.
Sue Clayton and Laura Mulvey, (London: Bloomsbury, 2017),
123-139.
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itant cinema,14 was performative, encapsulating the possibility of creatively intervening
rather than passively documenting the reality
portrayed. There are several technical aspects of electronic video that set it apart from
film. Spielmann writes that video is "the first
truly audiovisual medium that, in contrast
to film, does not generate images as a unit
and does not display the materiality of a film
strip".15 Spielmann's analysis (as with many
theoretical and critical writings on pre-digital electronic video) privileges video art over
documentary through her understanding of
video as a technology and medium that can
be altered and manipulated, drawing on the
potential for a kind of "pictoriality in process"16 that understands the image as always
already manipulated in its transformation.
Nam June Paik equally argues, in an interview
with Cahiers du cinéma from 1979, that because there is no image on a video tape (unlike
film, which Godard famously characterises in
Le Petit soldat as "truth 24 times a second"),
there is no video "truth".17 We are interested
in thinking about how such a "transformation imagery" that "connotes flexible, unstable, nonfixed forms of the image"18 might
apply in the feminist documentary video genealogies as established and reworked by collectives such as Les Insoumuses and Vidéa,
who drew on elements from DIY filmmaking
practices such as cinéma vérité (the modesty
of the equipment, the use of handheld camera and synchronous sound, a certain implied
relationship to authenticity, and a relational
approach),19 imperfect cinema (paying attention to process, rejecting technical and artistic mastery),20 third cinema (subversion,
commitment to revolutionary culture and
guerrilla methods),21 combining these with a
feminist approach towards representing, disseminating and listening to people. Another
key element to militant video genealogy is the
precarity of its survival given that video tapes
could so easily be recorded over; militant video practice was meant to act in the present

tense, not to be preserved for posterity. Video
has been relatively overlooked in comparison
with other media representations of militant
practice, in part due to instability of the video
image, but also due to the at times haphazard,
and often underfunded, archiving practices.22
The Hendaye march was a mobilisation
organised principally by women associated
with the Librairie des femmes, with Antoinette
Fouque, who was a somewhat controversial
figure for many feminist activists in France,
taking the initiative.23 The call for participation appeared in Le quotidien des femmes
on 2nd October 1975 (see annex), and gives
14

See for example Paul Douglas Grant’s discussion of militant
cinema in Cinéma Militant: Political Filmmaking and May
1968 (London and New York, Wallflower, 2016).

15

See Spielmann, Video, 1.

16

Spielmann, Video, 6.

17

Nam June Paik, interview by Jean-Paul Cassagnac, Jean-Paul
Fargier, and Sylvia van der Stegen, Cahiers du cinéma, 299
(1979).

18

Spielmann, Video, 6.

19

On Cinéma Vérité see Séverine Graff, Le Cinéma Vérité: Films
et controverses (Rennes: Presses Universitaires de Rennes,
2014).

20

See Julio García Espinosa, “For an Imperfect Cinema”, trans.
Julianne Burton, Jump Cut: A Review of Contermporary Media
20 (1979, 2005).

21

See Fernando Solanas and Octavio Getino, “Towards a Third
Cinema,” Cinéaste, 4.3 (winter 1970-71), 1-10.

22

Roussopoulos, Seyrig and Wieder set up the Centre Audiovisuel Simone de Beauvoir in 1982, which is where these videos
have been held. For the history of the Centre, see Joëlle Boloch
“Le Centre Audiovisuel Simone de Beauvoir: Élements pour un
début d’histoire…” on https://www.centre-simone-de-beauvoir.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/HistoriqueCASdB-Mai2017.pdf, last accessed 24/06/21. The videos refered to in this article are all digitised and available to watch
online (for a fee at www.centre-simone-de-beauvoir.com). It
is also possible to consult these videos at the video library at
the Filmoteca Vasca in San Sebastian.
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some sense of the diversity of the groups
participating in the March: alongside women
from the MLF, a list of signatures condeming the assassination include groups such
as women from the anti-Francoist committees, the España Libre committee, various
book shops, women from a women's refuge
in London, groups supporting political prisoners in Chile, Marxist-Leninist groups, the
women from FRAP, and women from Marxist-Leninist groups and syndicalist groups
such as the CFDT (Conféderation Française
Démocratique du Travail). The prostitutes of
Lyon, whom Vidéo Out had filmed earlier that
year, sent a message of solidarity demanding,
as Catholics, the ex-communication of Franco. The women of Lip, with whom Carole and
Paul Roussopoulos made six tapes between
1973 and 1976, also signed the call for participation in solidarity.
In comparison with other tapes made by
Les Insoumuses, for example, the 1976 tape
SCUM Manifesto, a homage to and performative reading of Valerie Solanas' 1967 text of
the same name, or the playful intervention
in television variety show, Maso et Miso vont
en bateau/Maso and Miso Go Boating (1976),
these Basque tapes have been largely over23

Fouque was the founder of the Librarie des femmes, the publishing house Éditions des femmes, and a founding member
of the group Psych et Po. She explicitly rejected the label
“feminist”. For criticisms of Fouque at the time, see Martine
Storti’s article, “Une secte dominée par la parole d’une seule
femme”, published in Libération on 8th January 1975, included
in Je Suis une Femme, Pourquoi pas vous?, 34-36. In 1979
Fouque and Psych et Po again caused controversy by legally
registering the name "Mouvement de libération des femmes"
as their own, as well as registering the MLF logo as their trademark. Les Insoumuses were instrumental in exposing some
of the more questionnable politics of the group. In 1977 they
made the tape Il ne fait pas chaud, a tape including testimonies
from several women who had worked at or had their work published by Éditions des femmes and no longer wanted anything
to do with Fouque. Within a month, Fouque sued them for defamation, in a legal case which lasted for two years. See Lisa
Greenwald, Daughters of 1968: Redefining French Feminism
and the Women's Liberation Movement (Lincoln and London:
University of Nebraska Press, 2018), 217-248.
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looked in recent work on video collectives
from the 1970s.24 Their prolific screenings at
the time, however, tell a different story, although is very difficult to trace the distribution, circulation and impact of these tapes in
the months that followed their production.
Anne-Marie Duguet writes that the Insoumuses tapes were "taken up by a committee
of Spanish activists and shown around two
thousand times in the four months following
the event, and mostly in the first week".25 Although those involved in the making of the
tapes, and those who were there at the march,
corroborate this widespread dissemination,
no one can recall exactly where or how they
were shown, or to whom.26 Wieder, for example, speaks of how the videos were shown almost constantly in the weeks after they were
made. She recalls screenings in Avignon, and
screenings organised by Hélène Châtelain
and Châtelain's27 partner, the filmmaker,
poet and playwright Armand Gatti. Speaking
nearly forty-four years after the tapes were
made, neither Wieder nor Faure-Fraisse recalled where or when they were screened in
the Basque country.28 Nonetheless, a framework of genealogies must pay attention to the
close relationship between videomaking and

24

One recent prominent example is the exhibition Defiant
Muses , held at the Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina
Sofía in Madrid from September 25th 2019 to March 23rd
2020, curated by Nataša Petrešin-Bachelez and Giovanna
Zapperi. The exhibition included the tapes France: Île d’asile
(more about which later), and the two Basque tapes by Les
Insoumuses, although these are only briefly mentioned in
the catalogue, in an interview with Nicole Fernandez Ferrer,
who recalls seeing Roussopoulos and Seyrig “filming at the
French-Spanish border at the great march where French women joined Spanish women to protest the assassination of
Basque activists” ( Defiant Muses , 195). As Wieder recalls
(authors interview with Wieder, 10 th July 2019), and as the
handwritten end credits on the two videos would suggest,
Seyrig was not present at the march.

25

Anne-Marie Duguet, Vidéo: La Mémoire au poing (Paris:
Hachette, 1981), 56. Duguet’s account, as well as the press
material from the time, refer to the single title Espagne, un.
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screening, as video activists emerged from
a context in which work was constantly being shown, shared and debated in communal
settings, in many cases resulting in several
different versions of the same tape.
Activist genealogies can be messy, complex and contradictory. They do not always
respect boundaries, are ever expansive, and
often bring with them "tensions, wounds
and collisions".29 This becomes apparent in
the responses of the Paris-based feminists
we interviewed who were present on the
march (Wieder, Fernandez Ferrer and Faure-Fraisse). One of the common threads that
ran through all of their recollections of the
march itself was the characterisation of it
as "tense",30 which contrasts with the more
utopic vision we might perceive, through Les
Insoumuses' tapes, of disparate groups of
women coming together to fight for a common cause in the face of fascist, patriarchal
oppression. Les Insoumuses' intervention
often focuses on the utopic possibilities for
solidarity between different collectives,
political groups and activists; with Women's March in Hendaye in particular, tensions
are subtly present, but not emphasised in
the way that they edit the footage from the
march. They pursue a politics of presence,
visibility and relationality, the video-image
itself infused with the politics of the border and resistance to it -, through its figuring of
relational activism that refuses to take a distance from the political situation it engages
with. Vidéa’s tape follows a different urge,
and whilst it begins with the promise of such
a utopia, the voice-over declaring: “I couldn’t
tell the difference between a girl from one
political persuasion or another” [je ne pouvais pas reconnaitre un fille de telle tendance
ou de telle autre], the voiceover concludes, at
the end of the tape, in a despondent tone, that
the march was a simply a “gift to the class
struggle” [un cadeau que la lutte de sexes à
fait a la lutte des classes].

26

As part of the research for this article, with the intention of
discovering more about these videos’ distribution, we carried
out interviews with many of those who were involved in making or distributing the video. We interviewed Ioana Wieder
from Les Insoumuses in her home in Paris on 10 th July 2019;
Nicole Fernandez Ferrer at the Centre Audiovisuel Simone de
Beauvoir, also on 10 th July 2019; Anne-Marie Faure-Fraisse
via telephone on 17th July 2019; Miren Aranguren via telephone on 1st October 2020; Jokin Apalategi and Maite Idirin at
their home in Anglet on 17th January 2021. In terms of Duguet’s surprisingly high figures, both Wieder and Fernandez-Ferrer asserted that these were most likely accurate,
given the extensive research Duguet carried out at the time.
Ethical clearance number: MRA-18/19-13261.

27

Châtelain was committed activist, filmmaker and actress
who co-directed, with René Lefort, Les Prisons Aussi
(1975), the only film made by the Groupe d’Information sur
les Prisons, although she is perhaps most well-known for
her role as the mother in Chris Marker’s La Jetée (1962).
See Oliver Neveux, “Hélène Châtelain, géographie de voyages insensés,” Trafic 96 (2015). Reprinted in Contretemps ,
https://www.contretemps.eu/helene-chatelain-geographe-de-voyages-insenses/?fbclid=IwAR1QBkjFL X7MF FA z R A5 X R F qr lu t 2e aE P g GY 0 x f wZ AV Kwj3 UE3Fpp vlfGzSg, last accessed 24/06/21.

28

Elsewhere in the article we use the designations Hegoalde
and Iparralde to refer to the territories on both side of the
borders that administratively divide the Basque provinces.
On one side is Hegoalde (South) which groups together
the provinces of Navarra, Guipuzcoa, Biscay and Álava, the
southern part of the Basque country, under the jurisdiction
of the Spanish state. On the other side, Iparralde (North)
refers to the territories under French jurisdiction: Zuberoa,
Nafarroa Behera, and Lapurdi. For uses of these terms, see
Maitane Ostolaza, “Iparralde,” in Diccionario ilustrado de
símbolos del nacionalismo vasco , eds. Santiago de Pablo
Contreras, Jesús María Casquete Badallo, Ludger Mees, and
José Luis de la Granja Sainz (Madrid: Tecnos, 2012), 532546; Igor Ahedo Gurrutxaga, El viaje de la identidad y el
nacionalismo vasco en Iparralde (1789-2005). Vol. II. (Vitoria: Servicio Central de Publicaciones del Gobierno Vasco,
2006), or equally Santiago De Pablo, “El lauburu. Política,
cultura e identidad nacional en torno a un símbolo del País
Vasco”, Memoria y Civilización 12 (2009), 109-153.
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Epelde Pagola, Aranguren Etxarte, and Retolaza Gutierrez,
Gure Genealogia Feministak , 16.
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Nicole Fernandez Ferrer, interview with authors, 10th July
2019.
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Feminism, anti-fascism and
anti-imperialism
The relationship between the feminist, anti-fascist, and anti-imperialist perspectives
that guided the work of these collectives
is complex. On the one hand, as feminists,
both Les Insoumuses and Vidéa understood
their work as necessarily anti-imperialist,
yet many feminists felt that militants coming from Maoist or Marxist-Leninist political groups, who were also engaged with
anti-imperialist and anti-fascist struggles,31
side-lined feminist issues. In her account,
Duguet, writing in 1981, places Les Insoumuses' Basque tapes not in the context of
feminist video, but rather in the context of
Vidéo Out's work on “diverse minority struggles” outside France. She lists it in relation to
a series of works by Vidéo Out:
...tapes on the Palestinians (1971), on the
Black Panthers in New York, and the prison
revolt in Attica, Algeria, with Eldridge Cleaver (tapes distributed in the Black American
communities, and bought by C.B.S), on Puerto Ricans in the struggle against American
colonialism, the fascist crimes of Franco (the
executions of September 1975).32

Although they were made by Les Insoumuses, the influence of Vidéo Out's anti-imperialist work is evidently key to situating
the political approach in these Basque tapes.
Carole and Paul Roussopoulos later made a
documentary tape, as Vidéo Out, about and
with the political prisoners in France following the escape from Segovia prison.33 This

31

Duguet, Vidéo, 43.

32

Duguet, Vidéo, 43. Espagne, Un, which was the original title
for Spanish Mothers , was at the time listed as a co-production
with Vidéo Out. See Joëlle Boloch “Le Centre Audiovisuel Simone de Beauvoir,” 3.
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was called France: Île d'asile, produced with
the collectives Solidarité Euzkadi and Comité
Askatasuna (1976), exposing France's illegal
deportation of four prisoners to the Island
of Yeu, an act that breached its own asylum
policy. In reality, the boundaries between
these different video collectives were fluid,
in part due to a refusal of, or at least resistance to, authorship. As Vidéo Out’s manifesto declared: “the tapes that can be obtained
through Vidéo Out are not – with a few exceptions – made by Vidéo Out but by ephemeral, informal groups that come together for
a particular project”.34 Wieder recalls “it all
got mixed up, thrown together, of course”,
but she identifies Vidéo Out as a leftist group,
who “went to denounce”, whilst Les Insoumuses, with a slightly different approach,
“took on the impertinence of the feminists”.35
In relation to The Women's March in Hendaye, a crucial point to make is precisely, as
Vidéa's tape Protest in Hendaye shows, that
there were tensions arising amongst the
different groups that participated. Fernandez-Ferrer recalls the atmosphere as “very
combative, joyous, and at the same time very
heavy... a real mix between many different
emotions”.36 She speaks of the tensions between different collectives, particularly with
reference to the differences between those
women who had come from French feminist
collectives, and the "extreme leftist groups"37
of Basque women who were there specifically
33

On 5th April 1976, 29 political prisoners escaped from Segovia prison. See Ángel Amigo, Operación Poncho: Las Fugas de
Segovia (San Sebastian, Hordago, 1978), adapted in La Fuga
de Segovia (Imanol Uribe, 1981). On the reception of Uribe’s
film see Carlos Roldán Larreta, “Euskera y cine: una relación
conflictiva,” Fontes linguae vasconum: Studia et documenta
71 (1996), 163-176.

34

Vidéo Out, “Video” in Video-Info 2, January 1973, quoted in
Fleckinger, “Une caméra à soi,” 31.
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Wieder, interview with authors on 10 th July 2019.
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Fernandez-Ferrer, interview with authors, 10 th July 2019.
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to fight against fascism. Anne-Marie Faure-Fraisse equally characterises the protest as "tense" and "complicated", recalling
"there was really a divide between the feminists, on one side, and the Basques against
Franco, on the other"38 The perceptions of
tensions between Basque militancy and feminism seems to draw divisions that disavow
the strong correspondances between anti-fascist and feminist activism, and feminist
activism emerging from and interacting with
the Basque or wider Spanish anti-Franco
context (Fig. 1).39 Eva Forest’s From a Spanish
Jail, for example, is paraphrased in banners
visible in the protest, which read “solidarity
is a great thing”; extracts of it were included
in the issue of Le quotidien des femmes urging
participation in the march, and it was published, in a bilingual Spanish and French edition, by Éditions des femmes in 1975, and so
was a catalyst for the March itself as well as
forging and consolidating a situated feminist
and anti-Francoist vision (Lidia Falcón’s Letters to a Spanish Idiot was equally published
by Éditions des femmes in 1975). The accounts of a division between the Basques and
the feminists also differ from the perception
that The Women's March in Hendaye seems to
present in its opening images. Yet a politics
of solidarity, whilst being, as Forest writes,
what “makes us strong”,40 is rife with complexities. As the voiceover in Vidéa's Protest in
Hendaye reminds us, this seemingly perfect
moment, the promise of a women's town,
was soon ruptured by disagreements emerging about how to proceed during the March.
It is particularly telling, given the reason for
the protest, that the two conflicting prisms
highlighted by Vidéa's concluding voiceover
and title card are "sex" and "class", and not
nationalism, anti-imperialism or anti-fascism (Fig. 2). This points towards the historical (and contemporaneous) marginalisation
of women within Marxist-informed classbased struggles, rather than within national liberation, anti-imperialist or anti-fascist

movements specifically, although many of
these movements coincided, and it perhaps
reveals more of a willingness to address the
tensions between sex and class struggles
than those between sex and anti-imperialism or anti-fascism.
The comparisons between feminist struggles and national liberation movements,
conceived not only as demonstrations of
solidarity, but perhaps even more importantly as elements of a wider transnational,
anti-imperialist politics, were nonetheless
essential. In turn, one way in which Basque
resistance to Francoism was constructed through transnational, anti-imperialist
connections was with reference to Algeria,
and this was of particular interest to French
militants who came from anti-colonial and
anti-imperialist politics, forging a link between the Basques who saw Algerians as
their equivalents, and those in neighbouring
France who were involved in, or supported,
independence struggles. The Burgos trials41
were a turning point in the way that they
drew international attention to the brutality of Francoist repression. Feminst lawyer,
activist and writer Gisèle Halimi recalls how
ETA militant Izco, upon seeing her at his trial, declared: "Long live Algeria, Gisèle! Long
live the revolution!".42 Jean-Paul Sartre, in his
preface to Halimi’s book on the trial, equally
draws parallels between anti-colonial strug37

Ibid.

38

Faure-Fraisse, interview with authors, 17th July 2019.
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In reality, there were strikingly similar debates around the
issue of "double militancy" going on in the Basque feminist
context and in Spain, as Nerea Aresti and Maialen Aranguren
have discussed. See Aresti and Aranguren, “Women Above
All: The Autonomous Basque Feminist Movement, 19731994,” in A New History of Iberian Feminisms , ed. Sylvia
Bermudez and Roberta Johnson (Toronto: University of Toronto), 2018, 331.
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Eva Forest, From a Spanish Jail, trans. Rosemary Sheed (London: Penguin, 1975), 17.
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gles and the situation of the Basque people,
arguing that "great nations contained colonies inside the borders that they gave themselves".43 What the Burgos trial exposed to
the world, he argues, in opposition to what he
sees as the dominant media representation,

41

This was the trial of 16 members of ETA in Burgos in December 1970, resulting in six death sentences which were later
commuted to prison sentences following intense international
pressure. For more on the impact of the trial on French interpretations of Franco’s regime, and on Franco-Spanish relations, see Álvaro Fleites Marcos. “La represión interna y sus
consecuencias sobre las relaciones externas de la España del
segundo franquismo: un acercamiento al Proceso de Burgos
y su impacto sobre las relaciones hispano-francesas, 19701971,” in Las Huellas del Franquismo: pasado y presente , ed.
Jara Cuadrado (Granada, Comares, 2019), 519-536, or Eva
Léger, “El Proceso de Burgos en la prensa regional francesa,”
HAOL 24 (Winter 2011), 61-63. Gisèle Halimi’s Le Procès de
Burgos (Paris: Gallimard, 1971) remains the most indepth exploration of the trials themselves.

42

Halimi, Le Procès de Burgos , 16. Halimi acted as counsel for
the Algerian activist Djamila Boupacha, publishing the book
Djamila Boupacha in 1962, with a preface by Simone de Beauvoir. Halimi was arguably the most well-known feminist and
anti-imperialist militant working across the French, Basque
and Algerian context.
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Sartre in Halimi Le Procès de Burgos , xi.
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Ibid.
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If, as Kristin Ross suggests, Sartre’s preface for Fanon's The
Wretched of the Earth is one of the most important “'manifestos' of third-worldism in France”, we are arguing for reading his preface for Le Procès de Burgos as a closely-related
text. In other words, Basque liberation was seen at the time
as interconnected with global Third Worldist anti-imperialist
politics. For Ross on Sartre’s preface see May '68 and its Afterlives (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2002), 162.
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Apalategi and Halimi were close friends, and Apalategi recalled in an interview with us that he, Idirin and Halimi discussed
Basque politics in great detail at Halimi’s home in Paris. She
offered to introduce him to Jean-Paul Sartre. He also recalled visiting Jean-Luc Godard at his home in Paris; according
to Apalategi, Godard planned to make a documentary about
the Basque political situation. Interview with authors, 17th
January 2021.
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were not the crimes of Franco, but more importantly the violence of the myth of "national unity”, or in other words of "the perfection
of our language and the universalism of our
culture".44 He argues for situated particularity to be used against the dominant forms of
universalism: "Basque culture should today
be first of all a counter-culture: it will come out
of the destruction of Spanish culture, the refusal of the Universal Humanism of the centrist powers".45
The significance of The Wretched of the Earth
for the early days of ETA is equally relevant,
with Federico Krutwig's Vasconia (published
in 1963) repurposing Fanon's arguments for
the context of Basque liberation.46 For intellectuals and activists in France such as Sartre,
de Beauvoir and Halimi, working with exiled
Basque activists such as Jokin Apalategi and
Maite Idirin (who, as we will see, appears in
The Women's March in Hendaye and Protest in
Hendaye), the Algerian liberation context was
a prism through which to understand Basque
political engagement.47 In terms of representation, if video is seen as a counter-cultural tool (in the sense of counter-culture that
Sartre suggests above), this might be related
to its capacity for transmitting situated, particular forms of knowledge that are diametrically opposed to universalist or universally
representative forms of "grand" history. All
of these connections evoke the complex genealogies through which these tapes came
into being: through the contexts of global
anti-imperialist struggles and women’s liberation movements, with video conceived as
a tool for "guerilla" warfare, and as a specifically feminist tool, intimately related to yet
often diametrically opposed to television.
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PART TWO:
AESTHETICS AND VIDEO POLITICS
How to tape a protest
Genealogies relate not only to context,
but to form. The tapes La Marche des femmes
à Hendaye and Protest in Hendaye provoke
a question that is not new in studies of the
forms of activist video: how do you tape a
protest? The protest in Hendaye was sparked
by the urgency of the moment, in immediate
response to the executions carried out by the
Franco regime. The portability of the equipment permitted these collectives to travel at
that very moment and tape with and from this
sense of urgency, and as is often the case with
the work of video activists, it allowed them to
tape from the distance of an embodied perspective. The body is not simply a tripod that
holds the camera; instead it marches alongside and with the women. This gesture, this
impulse, never premeditated or rehearsed by
the videomakers, portrays the protest from
an angle of contiguity where medium closeups are the predominant types of shot we see
during the march. What is it that occurs when
a protest is recorded almost entirely from this
gesture of proximity? We might affirm that
it generates a transformation of the usual
forms of representing mobilised subjects. The
establishing, high-angle or wide-angle shot,
conventionally used to show the true scope of
a protest, tends to reaffirm the scale of it, and
to depict an anonymous mass of bodies. This
logic of impersonal representation has resonances with Ross' analysis of “parachuting”.
For Ross, the parachutist perspective harks
back to the role of the military parachutists
in the Algierian war; but it is equally a way
to analyse the superficial perspective from
which certain union delegates, journalists
or sociologists engaged with struggles in
the post-68 period. She contrasts this with
the Maoist practice of établissement in the

post-68 context in France, where militants
would go amongst the workers for extended periods of time in order to be able to fully
understand the context of the struggle from
within, rather than from an external perspective.48 Newsreel footage of the protests
against the executions throughout Europe,
shown in Spanish Mothers, does indeed use
the high-angle establishing shot, in contrast
to the way the women's march is filmed by
Roussopoulos and Wieder (Fig. 3). The establishing shot, so often used on the news, is
the opposite of the Maoist sense of establishment, which implies a horizontal, not a vertical perspective. Les Insoumuses and Vidéa
were not établis in any sense of the term, and
the march itself is a punctual event rather
than a prolonged industrial dispute; yet their
engagement with the struggle shares some of
the elements associated with établissement,
particularly in the case of Les Insoumuses.
The urge to cross the border to find the mothers of the men who were killed, for example,
betrays a desire to go beyond the depiction
of the Hendaye march as an isolated event.
Formally, the vertical-parachutist perspective, that look from above, is substituted in
both Les Insoumuses' tapes and Vidéa’s tape
for medium and close-up shots, where they
emphasise a sense of being with the protagonists, as well as the objects they handle.
Georges Didi-Huberman equally explores
the question of distance in his elaboration of a
politics and ethics of the frame. With reference
to the Nazi extermination camps, he asks:
Who could venture, at human height and human
distance, to look at an extermination camp in a
wide-angle shot, a shot where everything was clear.
Only the SS on duty in a watchtower could claim
such a depth of field, from a height which precisely
prevents him from seeing anything humanly.49

The wide-angle short, but also the high-an48

See Ross, May 68 and its Afterlives , 112-113.
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Didi-Huberman, Sortir du noir (Paris: Minuit, 2015), 28-29.
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gle shot, are associated with the SS for Didi-Huberman, with the OAS and the French
army during the Algerian war, for Ross, and
implicitly at times with the state-funded
ORTF (Office de Radiodiffusion-Télévision
Française) channel for Roussopoulos and
Wieder, from whom they often appropriated
footage (in Spanish Mothers, for instance). The
human perspective that is contrasted with
this arises not only from an elaborated ethics of framing, but also from the inseparable
necessities of the DIY approach in which one
films or tapes from a human height, situated
within a protest. Les Insoumuses and Vidéa
reveal a video gestuality that emphasises the
details of the march in Hendaye: the arrival
of the buses, the close-ups of participants
speaking directly to the camera (Fig. 4), the
preparation of the placards and banners (Fig.
5), the blowing up of balloons (Fig. 6), the
rehearsal of songs that would then be sung
during the protest. It is between detailed attention to these moments of preparation and
the use of close and medium shots of protestors and placards that a politics and aesthetics of solidarity, the sense of being with,
amongst, or alongside, emerges. A politicised
aesthetics of of horizontality and of “filming

50

Fleckinger, “Une caméra à soi,”, 42.
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Ogawa Shinsuke, “Statement on The Battle Front for the Liberation of Japan – Summer in Sanrizuka”, trans. Guilia Galvan,
in Of Sea and Soil: The Cinema of Tsuchimoto Noriaki and
Ogawa Shinsuke (Brussels: Sabzian, Courtisane and CINEMATEK, 2019), 20. Publication compiled and published on the
occasion of the film programmes dedicated to Ogawa Shinsuke and Ogawa Pro (CINEMATEK Brussels, 1 April – 5 May
2019) and Tsuchimoto Noriaki (Courtisane Festival Ghent, 3
– 7 April 2019).

52

See also, for example Morgan Adamson’s comments on New
Left Cinema, within which she includes video, as a practice
based on “political and practical commitments that revolve
around decentralization, participation, internationalism, deprofessionalization and antiauthoritarianism”. Enduring Images: A Future History of New Left Cinema (Minneapolis and
London: Minnesota University Press, 2018), 7.
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from the inside”50 is not exclusive to militant
or feminist video, and coincides in many respects with certain forms of militant film
practice: for example, in the statement he
made on The Battle Front for the Liberation of
Japan – Summer in Sanrizuka, Japanese documentary filmmaker Ogawa Shinsuke, who
worked in 16mm, identifies two principles for
filming: that “the camera should be placed
on the side of the fighting farmers” and that
“we would never try to hide the camera or
use a telephoto lens […] Our camera would always be where it should be, and that is at the
centre of the farmers’ fight”.51 Whilst, as we
have suggested above, certain functions offered by video did set it apart from film, for
example, the capacity for instant playback, in
terms of the filming gestures, Les Insoumuses and Vidéa drew on and reflected many of
the techniques explored by politicised cinema collectives working across a range of formats: most notably, here, the refusal to take a
distanced perspective.52

Border(s)
Women's March in Hendaye and Spanish
Mothers are arguably the continuation of the
same event filmed in two acts: the border
functions as if it were a fade to black, between the continuum of images and testimonials that form the two pieces. It interrupts,
leaving a space between the two tapes, but
also signals a continuity. The form of approaching what for Les Insoumuses was the
context accompanying the execution of these
five anti-Franco activists differs aesthetically between the first and the second tape,
with Spanish Mothers incorporating footage
taken from the news (often recorded onto the
video by a camera pointing straight at the
television screen, in an act of confrontation
between the DIY and dominant audiovisual
culture), some brief moments of voiceover
narration, and notably, a fixed camera for the
testimonial footage, although still handheld,
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and shot from the same "human" distance.
Crossing the border implies a shift in tactics,
a move towards a situation that posits different challenges for recording, shot mostly
in clandestine conditions.53 Whilst The Women's March in Hendaye and Protest in Hendaye
take place exclusively outside in public, the
footage that Les Insoumuses shot for Spanish
Mothers takes place exclusively inside (with
only footage taped from the television news
portraying exterior space). The border thus
instigates a subtle change in the aesthetic
register, visible in both the recording and the
editing of the footage.
In her introduction to Feminism Without
Borders, Chandra Mohanty draws attention to
the “fault lines, conflicts, differences, fears
and containment that borders represent”.54
There is no such thing, she implies, as a border-less feminism. Feminist border studies
pay attention to the tensions, conflicts and
necessary crossings between these spaces
that are at once specific, and dangerous for
some, whilst also being nebulous and full
of affective energy. And as Gloria Anzaldúa
writes: “a borderland is a vague and undetermined place created by the emotional residue of an unnatural boundary”.55 The women present at the march in Hendaye, as with
all protest movements, were negotiating all
kinds of borders and boundaries, made acute
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Storti recalls Paul Roussopoulos being told to stop filming by
a member of the Guardia Civil in Hoyo de Manzanares the day
after the executions. Storti, Je suis une femme, pourquoi pas
vous?, 56.
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Chandra Talpade Mohanty, Feminism Without Borders: Decolonizing Theory, Practicing Solidarity (Durham and London:
Duke University Press, 2003), 2.
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Gloria Anzaldúa, Borderlands / La Frontera: The New Mestiza
(San Francisco: Aunt Lute Books, 2007 [1987]), 25.
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In Basque “muga” means border. “Pasar la muga” was an
expression used in Castillian Spanish to refer to the border
crossing of those who fled Francoist repression.

by the very real presence of the border itself.
Hendaye, and the whole of the French
Basque territory, was at that time an elastic and fragile territory where many of the
tensions of the political moment coincided.
Many of those who fled Francoist repression
crossed the muga56 in order to find refuge in
villages like Hendaye, Bayonne or Hasparren.
To use the form of expression, and understanding, from the time, Iparralde fulfilled
a rearguard function. It was where many
Basque militants ended up, in limbo, waiting
either for a clandestine escape, or for judicial
decisions that loomed over them to be revoked or to expire. From these lives hanging
in the balance, stable and solid relationships
with the local context developed, with exiles
integrating themselves into the cultural and
social activities of the communities where
they resided. In turn, the Basque nationalist movement in Iparralde was structured
by situated political and cultural elements,
in a constellation of potentialities informed
by the continual coalescence of people who
were in one way or another related to the political context. The muga, in this case, did not
simply act as a dividing line that made escape possible, but as a fluid territory where,
whether through re-encounters or simply
through the shared experience of exile, people from different anti-francoist, feminist
and leftist political groups were brought together. In these terms, the border symbolised
by the temporary line of French CRS (Compagnies Républicaines de Sécurité, the state
security forces) that the protesters march
towards in The Women's March in Hendaye and
Protest in Hendaye, was, for many antifrancoist activists, much more than an administrative boundary, as if we understand it as
the continuation of the same political and
cultural territory. Miren Aranguren affirms,
for example, that this area functioned as a
territorial sphere that united activists from
Hegoalde, who traveled to Iparralde to escape
Francoist repression, with those in Iparral-
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de. In this sense, Iparralde became a meeting
point between feminists from both sides of
the muga, where they carried out abortions
and shared resources on how to practice
clandestine abortions, and where they also
had access to books that were difficult to obtain in Franco’s Spain, such as the works of
Simone de Beauvoir.57
In their performative act of becoming
"tourists", which was the kind of foreign visitor actively welcomed into Spain at the time,
Roussopoulos and Wieder were able to hide
in plain sight with the amateur video equipment. They drew on practices of filmic bordercrossing in which, at the time, militants
smuggled films accross borders, spectators
crossed over the border to watch forbidden
films, and, as in this case, production units
came to clandestinely shoot militant materials.58 It is entirely possible that, in the tensions that existed between participants in
the march, between the French feminists and
the Basques "who did not work well together",59 there may have been a certain sense of
estrangement due to the elements that converged in a place that was so underscored
by the conflicting and at times messy logics
of the border. The frictions present due to
the diversity of the underlying political and
cultural positionings are, as we have seen,
far more evident in Vidéa's tape, where the
conflicts between participants of the march
are debated and discussed. The brief glimpse
57

Miren Aranguren, interview with authors, 1st October 2020.
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In 1968, Rome-based militant filmmaker Helena Lumbreras
shot her documentary Spagna 68, notably paying attention to
female partners of political prisoners, and placing reproductive work at the fore in a way that prefigures Roussopoulos
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point of view. See Pablo La Parra-Perez, “Workers Interrupting the Factory: Helena Lumbreras’ Militant Factory Films
between Italy and Spain (1968-78),” in 1968 and Global
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Wayne State University Press, 2018), 363-384.
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of Casilda Hernáez (also known as “Kasi” or
“Kasilda”), who appears fleetingly in an image on the tape (Fig. 7), however, reminds
us of the importance of empowered women
within liberation movements.60 The presence of the Basque language on the march,
and some of the demands for freedom for
the Basque people: "The armed people will
never be defeated"61 or "Long live the free
Basque Country"62 that exist alongside other
antifascist and feminist slogans equally bear
witness to this intersection of subjectivities
that characterises the period. These political demands also are an important part of
the debates amongst Basque feminists who
at the time started to transcend the border
logics of classic leftist thought. Feminists
from the collective Euskal Emazteak Bere
Askatasunaren Alde (Basque Women in Favour of Freedom) from Iparralde were the
first to theorise around triple oppression and
the intersections between gender, class and
cultural identity.63 The concept of triple oppression, which was influenced by Marxist
debates that highlighted national and classbased oppression, added a new dimension
to the basis of leftist and Basque nationalist
feminist philosophical thought.64 In the protest in Hendaye, these concerns can be felt in
the slogans, songs and gestures of the women,
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Casilda Hernáez was a well-known militant, born in Zizurkil
(Gipuzkoa). She was the daughter of a Navarran gypsy and
an unknown father, and identified with anarchist movements
from an early age. She participated in numerous strikes; she
was arrested and imprisoned for two years, and she was an
active participant in the anarchist brigades during the Spanish
Civil War. In her final years she lived in Biarritz, where she housed activists fleeing political repression. For more on Casilda
Hernáez see Luis Jiménez de Aberasturi, Casilda Miliciana:
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as well as in the interviews Les Insoumuses carry out with those protesters who were
Spanish exiles, French women married to
Spanish exiles and economic migrants from
Spain, who had responded to the call from the
Comité España Libre (Fig. 8).
At the border itself, coinciding with the end
of Women’s March in Hendaye, we see more
prominently distanced shots of the protest.
The filming gestures used up until this point
in the film are interspersed with wide-angle
shots and more prolonged camera movements. We see, for the first time in the tape,
a high-angle shot, in which the camera offers
a bird's-eye view of the protest, potentially
recalling the more distanced approach that
is earlier refused, but this is immediately
countered once again with level-shots of the
protest, and crucially, the final freeze-frame
of the tape rests on a low-angle shot that reveals a group of women holding a banner that
reads "à bas la mort!" ("Down with death!”)
(Fig. 9),65 standing on a wall on a hill, in the
exact position of the high-angle camera shot.
Even this seemingly distanced shot is thus
revealed to be in the midst of the protest.
Nonetheless, the arrival at the border indicates a subtle shift in perspective, and in register, revealed by shifts in camera shots and
movements. One of these camera movements
crosses over the human wall, constituted by
the line of CRS that marks the limit of the
border that has been physically reinforced
for the occasion (Fig. 10). The police are shot
in medium close-up but from behind (Fig. 11),
to reveal more significantly the faces of the
groups of women who oppose them, who are,
necessarily, at more of a distance from the
camera. As the camera weaves in and out in
an almost playful way, it reveals the possibility of being almost simultaneously on one
side or the other of the border, highlighting
the paradoxical nature of the border as vulnerable, pourous from one perspective, fixed,
immobile and impenetrable from another.

Faces of resistance
The call for participation in the protest in
Hendaye published in Le quotidien des femmes
was most likely what inspired Roussopoulos
and Wieder to cross the border in search of
the mothers; alongside the call for participation in the march, statements from Txiki and
Otaegui's mothers, and Silvia Carretero, José
Luis Sanchez Bravo's partner, were included
(see annex). Spanish Mothers is punctuated by
the three testimonies, beginning with María
Victoria, the sister of Sanchez Bravo, who is
interviewed in Hoyo de Manzanares (Madrid),
just two hours after her brother's execution,
five minutes into the tape (Fig. 12).66 Halfway
through the tape, there is the interview with
Otaegui's mother, and at the end of the tape,
with Txiki's mother. All three are interviewed
in close-up, their heads and shoulders filling
the screen. María Victoria addresses her interviewer off-screen, to the side of the camera,
whilst the gazes of the mothers of Otaegui and
Txiki move between a sideways glance and a
direct address, as they look directly to camera
to address the spectator. Between these three
immensely powerful, arresting faces, many
others emerge, sometimes hidden, sometimes
exposed, sometimes simply evoked through
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The extension of the concept of triple oppression would be
developed later in national and/or cultural struggles occurring
in other places, for example Catalonia. As Catalan poet Maria
Mercè Marçal famously stated: ("A l'atzar agraeixo tres dons:
haver nascut dona, de classe baixa i nació oprimida. I el tèrbol
atzur de ser tres voltes rebel"). [I am grateful to fate for three
gifts: having been born a woman, from a low class and an opressed nation. And the murky azur of being three times a rebel].
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This was inspired by the fascist Millán Astray’s infamous
1936 cry “Death to intelligence! Long live death!”. See Carlos Rojas, ¡Muera la inteligencia! ¡Viva la muerte! Salamanca,
1936 (Barcelona: Planeta, 1995).
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This footage was shot by Paul Roussopoulos, who, accompanied by the Libération journalist Martine Storti, was present
in Hoyo de Manzanares the day of the assassinations. See Je
suis une femme, pourquoi pas vous?, 55-56.
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description in their absence (the faces, notably,
of the assassinated men), sometimes depicted
on placards as symbols of a wider struggle.
The stencil-like illustration of the faces
of the five men on placards (Fig. 13), participates in a form of iconography that was particular to the long sixties.67 Yet the Ernesto
“Che” Guevara-style images are de-centred
in the videos of these events, an element that
links the two films. The moving portraits of
women in Spanish Mothers arguably work as a
countershot to these more static representations of men in leftist culture. On the other
hand, the importance of this act of redrawing faces is highlighted by press-cuttings
from Falangist papers appearing in Spanish
Mothers, which write of "Spain serene before
a terrorism without a human face". This metaphorical facelessness is brutally reinforced
in a material sense with Otaegui's mother's
description, towards the end of the tape, of
how she was unable to open the coffin to see
her son's corpse because his face had been destroyed, after being shot in the head six times
by his executioners. The act of drawing, and
re-imagining, these men's faces, which appear several times larger than life on placards
amongst the bodies during protests following
their deaths, is itself a counter-strategy that
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Immortalised in what is surely the most reproduced image of
revolution: that of Alberto Korda’s photograph of Che Guevara’s face. For a fascinating discussion of Korda’s image, see
Libby Saxton, No Power without an Image: Icons Between
Photography and Film (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University
Press, 2020). More than a parallel, this is a demonstration
of a visualised activist genealogy: Txiki wears a T-shirt of
Korda’s photograph of Che Guevara in photographs that circulated of him after his death, and Guevara’s words, “Tomorrow,
when I die, do not come to me to cry. I will never be underground, I am the wind of freedom”, were written on the back
of a photograph by Txiki, and given to his brother Mikel the
night before the execution. They are also the words inscribed
on Txiki’s tomb. In a memorial homage to Txiki from 2018, forty-three years after his death and the making of these tapes,
Txiki’s mother sings along to a rendition of Txiki’s last letter,
quoting Guevara’s words: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mjBfvsrLAfg. Last accessed 25th May 2021.
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aims to undermine the very real destruction
of a face that then comes to represent a people.
If the face is a theme that reoccurs throughout the video in many permutations, this is
because precisely what is denied in the oppression of a people is their visibility, and
their human face. How do we understand the
multiplicity of different kinds of faces, visible (Figs. 14, 15 and 12) and invisible (Figs. 16
and 17), sometimes hesitant, pausing, unable to find the words to express the weight
of the events they have witness, other times
unable to catch their breath, speaking from
a place of fury, desperate to be heard? How
can we begin to analyse the relation between
and amongst these? The face takes on a very
concrete political and ethical meaning in the
context of an execution; if it is so often hidden from the executioner it is because of its
potential to resist annihilation; as Foucault
argues, to expose something that must be
obscured for the execution to be able take
place.68 These faces, all in different ways,
expose something, a fact that is reflected
in the various forms of clandestine activities and states of visibility in the tape: the
inclusion of the UMD press conference, in
which exiled anti-francoist soldiers speak
out against the dictatorship, for example,
provides a very different form of politics, but
equally speak of the importance of exposure
(Fig. 18).69 Yet a politics of exposure can be
problematic in other ways. Didi-Huberman
discusses the notion of exposure and the
way that it threatens people in "their representation - aesthetic, political - even their
very existence". He argues that people, not in
68

Foucault situates the disappearance of the “great spectacle
of physical punishment” in the early 19 th Century, the point
at which executioners began to hide their victims faces. He
writes: “the last addition to penal death was a mourning veil.
The condemned man was no longer to be seen”, analysing this
in terms of the “monstrous”: “the more monstrous a criminal
was, the more he must be deprived of light: he must not see, or
be seen.” We might also note the etymological links between
monster and montrer (“to show”). Discipline and Punish, 14.
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the sense of individuals, but in the sense of
a politicised group, les peuples, are "exposed
to disappearance". Both those represented
and those faced with the representation of
others must resist the under-exposure (censorship) and over-exposure (spectacle) these
peoples are subjected to. Images of those who
are resisting oppression, if these are images of resistance, must go through a constant
process of reappearing, "re-figuring".72 He
asks the question: "might our peoples today
become peoples with no faces?".73 Didi-Huberman's response that we must relentlessly
"reconstruct the conditions for the reapparition of peoples in the spectacle of our world".74
The resistance of the face might precisely be
its capacity to expose a form of singularity in
circumstances of extreme precarity: this is arguably exactly what Spanish Mothers does in its
insistence on so many different faces in different states of visibility; in each of these states,
the face is transformed from an image of suffering to an image of powerful contestation.
The two mothers expose themselves in all
of their pain and fury: María Victoria's testimony, taped so soon after the execution, is set
apart by the silences, pauses and non-verbal
gestures that speak volumes of her suffering.
Otaegui's mother's words are heard before she
herself appears, as a woman whose face is hidden behind a veil quotes her words: “How long
are we going to keep silent?” (Fig. 16).75 She is
introduced at first, then, from the perspective
of a refusal to be silenced. The first image of
Otaegui's mother accompanying her directly
spoke words is not an image of her face, but
of her hands, as she sifts through a series of
photographs of Otaegui, describing them as
she goes: images of him with his friends, at
village parties, carnivals, weddings, learning to ride a bike, playing football, at his first
communion, playing pelota vasca, to his last
day at school, and so on, only to end with a
picture of his grave at the cemetery, in which
the image of his face can be seen (Fig. 19). In
recounting Otaegui's life through the collec-

tion of photographs she has of him, his mother almost seems to be creating her own film
- a succession of still images in sequence -,
rebuilding his life through the images of significant moments. It is only after this that we
are presented with a close-up of her face; she
is introduced in terms of the way that she constructs her story, and actively participates in
her own representation. The sequence ends on
a freeze-frame of her face (Fig. 14), an abrupt
moment of stillness and the only pause in the
flow of speech that precedes it. The viewer is
reminded of the materiality of the video; exposing the flickering instability of a still yet
moving image.76
Txiki's mother, too, speaks without stopping, from a place of urgency, in the longest
69

For reasons of brevity, we focus in this section on the mothers.
The UMD intervention, placed between the two mothers’ testimonies nonetheless surely merits further comment; the decision to include the televised footage of the impromptu press
conference at this point in the tape in part functions to provide
context, but equally introduces another political perspective
that creates a strange juxtaposition amongst the interviews
with the mothers.
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Didi-Huberman, Peuples exposés, peuples figurants (Paris:
Minuit 2012), 11.
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Ibid.
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Ibid.
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Ibid., 16.
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Ibid., 17.
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“¿Hasta cuándo vamos a aguantar en silencio?”.
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Bellour notes the linguistic proximity of the arrêt sur image (freeze-frame) and the arrêt de mort (death sentence).
With reference to Blanchot, Bellour argues that “the ruling
that pronounces death is also the halt that manages to hold
it at bay”. Bellour, Between-the-Images , trans. Allyn Hardyck (Geneva: JRP Ringier, 2011 [2002]), 15. Elsewhere
in the book, in relation to La Jétée, he writes of “the far too
visible suspension of time” in the freeze-frame. Bellour, Between-the-images , 152. In relation to video, however, we might ask to what extent we are able to speak of a freeze-frame,
given that there is no single “frame” to speak of.
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interview of the tape. Prior to her own interview, she is framed in medium close-up,
reading a letter written by her son to the
Basque people, before his execution (Fig.
20). In this case, her interview begins with
a freeze-frame, cutting in mid-sentence.
Like with Otaegui's mother's interview, she
speaks with determination, reflected in the
editing of the video, with each cut (of which
there are three) interrupting mid-sentence;
even her final sentence, a conclusion, is followed by her asking: "let's see, what else?", as
the tape abruptly reaches the end, cutting to
a black screen. By ending the tape in this way,
Les Insoumuses highlight the unfinished nature of testimony, suggesting that this is a
starting point, pointing towards the militant
modes of exhibition at political gatherings
where videos would be used a springboard
for political discussion, in which the end of a
tape was often the beginning of a debate.

The Mother's House
As important as the question of faces and
faciality as sites of resistance, and arguably inseparable from it in Spanish Mothers,
is the perspective of motherhood. Answering the call in Le quotidien des femmes for
"women in solidarity with the cry of mothers" (see annex), Roussopoulos and Wieder
sought out the mothers whose testimonies
they had read. What they met with was a
form of motherhood as a politicised position. Wieder recalls:
It was so violent. I wasn't sure I would be able to face
up to it. But they were the ones who gave me the
strength. I didn't have any. I was crushed by the situation. But they were so combative, so full of rebellion
against the act, and against the [Franco] regime...77
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Wieder, interview with authors 10th July 2019.
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Ibid.
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The aligning of motherhood with combativity, strength and rebellion, and the potential for motherhood as a politics, rather than
a form of victimhood, was crucial for Wieder.
For Wieder, herself a mother at the time (as was
Roussopoulos), this kind of motherhood was
precisely the prism through which she wanted
to explore the political situation in Spain:
I knew that I didn't want to talk about the political situation of Francoism and all that, I wanted
to talk about how these women managed to keep
their heads up, to be faithful to their sons, that
was what interested me, it was really the relationship to women. I had left anti-fascist struggles to one side. There was a specific aim, to meet
these women.78

This approach, in its leaving to one side
of anti-fascist struggles, would clearly have
been impossible from the point of view of
women living under a fascist dictatorship.
The oppression of women as mothers, as Txiki and Otaegui’s mothers’ testimonies suggest, could not be separated from the political situation of those living in Spain during
the Franco regime. Wieder is speaking from
her own position as someone who herself had
been subjected to political persecution, fleeing Romania, then Turkey, before settling as
a Jewish refugee in Lebanon under French
mandate during the Second World War; the
assertion that she was more interested in
the mothers than the anti-fascist struggle
relates equally to her own history and also
to the tensions and complexities, explored
above, between the different political struggles and collectives. Yet despite Wieder’s
words, this intervention through video, in
its particular emphasis on the question of
motherhood, contributes to and has resonances with the way in which a particular vision of motherhood entered into the collective imaginary in relation to anti-Francoist
struggles. Eva Forest’s aforementioned From
a Spanish Jail was equally part of this explo-
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ration of an alternative, politicised form of
motherhood; written as a series of diary entries in the form of letters addressed to her
own children, the text used motherhood as a
prism to explore an anti-fascist politics that
connected, as we have seen, with global and
localised anti-imperialist movements. In her
introduction, Forest writes: “this is an ad hoc
book, a book with a purpose: it is to draw attention to a collective problem, in short, it is a
book of solidarity. It is this purpose that gives
it its true value, and only in this sense that
it should be read”.79 Les Insoumuses’ videos,
as well as Vidéa’s tape (albeit with more reticency) are also, first and foremost, videos
of solidarity, following in this vein. Forest’s
text sheds light on the connections between
different explorations of motherhood that
resonated both in the Spanish context, and in
the Basque context, following the assassinations of Otaegui and Txiki, where after 1975 it
could be argued that the prominent image of
the Basque mother became the image of the
politicised mother of the assassinated activist, alongside and interacting with the image
of the imprisoned political activist who expresses herself as a mother.
The most prominent image of the Basque
mother in La Marche de femmes à Hendaye
and in Protest in Hendaye is perhaps incarnated in the intervention of Maite Idirin (Fig.
21). Originally from Ugao, she fled to Bayonne to escape from Francoist repression,
and was known for her participation in the
New Basque Song musical movement, which
signified the rebirth of Basque cultural identity during the 1960s and 70s.80 During the
march in Hendaye, Idirin sings a version of
the poem by Gabriel Aresti, captured in both
tapes, "I Will Defend my Father's House" in
the presence of her then two-year old son Ur
Apalategi, who is the only child visible in the
tape. Idirin reworks Aresti's lyrics, substituting the word "father" for the word "mother".
Idirin's version reads:

They will take away my weapons,
And with my hands I will defend
My mother's house;
They will cut my hands off,
And with my arms
I will defend my mother's house;
They will leave me without arms,
Without my shoulders,
Without my chest,
And with my soul I will defend
My mother's house.
I will die
My soul will perish
My descendants will die
But my mother's house
Will remain
Standing.

If the house, as a private space where private life develops, is the space of transmission of the cultural and symbolic notion of
the "patria", in Aresti's poem it would appear
as the symbol of the fatherland. As such, the
father occupies the central position and is the
figure who protects the fatherland, which
could be understood as a house stripped of its
function as (mere) reproducer of life and converted into a house that symbolises the first
political structure of the nation. Idirin breaks
with this idea and reinstates her own understanding of the mother's house through
her voice and her embodied presence, and
she does so, importantly, in a public space.
The mother's house is, she suggests though
this creative and emotive act of détournement, a highly politicised space that exists in
the public sphere. As the song finishes, with
more and more women joining in for the last
word "standing", Idirin gestures to the pro-
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Forest, From a Spanish Jail, 14.
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On New Basque Song see Ander Delgado and Ekaitz Etxezarreta,“De los cantautores al rock radical: Una aproximación
a la música popular y juventud en la vida política del País
Vasco (1960-1990),” Historia Contemporánea 57 (2018),
377-412.
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testers to rise up and stand alongside her,
in an embodied enactment of the words; the
mother's house becomes the collective body
of the women protesting, standing in opposition to the violence of fascism that would destroy Basque women's homes. This is one of
the powerful moments during which all the
women from different groups come together, in spite of language barriers. She also sings
"Ama" [mother], by Jules Moulier, "Otsobi", a
traditional Basque song about losing a mother:
"I didn't know what it was to need a mother /
now I'm alone and lost in the mountains / when
I remember my mother I want to cry".81 Idirin
breaks down as she sings, with a chorus of
Basque women continuing the rest of the song,
emphasising motherhood as a shared, collective and empowered experience. Both songs
forge a strong link between the three videos,
with the singing about mothers reflected in the
responses of mothers in Spanish Mothers.
Through their testimonies, the mothers of
Txiki and Otaegui actively participate in the
struggle and events they recount. Their discourse is enunciated from their position as
mothers, and is filmed in intimate interiors
which appear to be their own homes, suggesting an analogy with Idirin’s version of
Aresti, continuing the thread begun in Women’s March in Hendaye and Protest in Hendaye.
When they narrate the lives of their sons,
this is based on and articulated through, in
the first instance, their sons’ condition as
workers, and secondly, as political activists.
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“Maitatua sobera, nintzelarik haurra,/ Ez nekien nik zer zen,
/ amaren beharra; / Bortu batean orain naiz bakar bakarra, /
Amaz orhoit orduko heldu zait nigarra!”.
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Eva Forest’s account of meeting the Comando Txikia, responsible for the execution of Carrero Blanco, also emphasises a humanising perspective: “we are so used to adopting
serious, transcendental, heroic or sacrificial attitudes when
we speak of revolution, that the simplicity and humanity of
these comrades reconciled me with many things.” Eva Forest,
Operación Ogro: Cómo y por qué ejecutamos a Carrero Blanco
(San Sebastian: Gara, 2013 [1974]), 12.
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Here we can perceive what Wieder identifies
as her primary focus, which is to look at the
political events through the politicised condition of motherhood, operating a feminist
and maternal politicisation of the events.
The result is a direct, descriptive and at the
same time affective and emotional narrative.
Their testimonies adopt a public character,
principally because they are aware that they
are being filmed by foreign videomakers
who will use their testimonies to recount the
events elsewhere. The true political potential
of these accounts resides, precisely, in the
discursive form that humanises the women’s
sons and rids the account of all heroics. The
"hero" has no place in the words articulated
by the mother, who perceives the death of a
son from her lived perspective.82 They create
an intimacy that is necessary to show the
activists in their most physical dimension,
as a body traversed by the image of childhood (in the photographs shown by Otaegui's
mother), his work life, and his domestic life.
The letter that Txiki’s mother reads before
starting her testimony allows for Txiki to
be represented on his own terms, addressing the Basque people; in contrast to this,
however, there are barely any references to
the political ideologies of their sons within
the testimonies themselves, which are dissolved into the life story showing the human,
equally political, aspects of these men. The
focus on motherhood constitutes a shift in
the articulation of the domain of politics that
reflects the tensions that are foregrounded
in Vidéa’s tape in its explicit refusal to take
on the political discourse of leftist militant,
anti-fascist collectives that they saw to be
dominated by men. Vidéa, who are more radical in their explicit non-mixité (exclusion of
men), argue that women have been “cut off”
(“châtrées”) from their own identity, reflecting feminist critiques of the editing and
filming techniques that fragment women’s
bodies. They state: “women are in the process
of creating their own history and their own
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culture”.83 They continue: “everything that
concerns us should be said by us, and not by
men, who, because they monopolise the media, distort information”.84 In this way, Vidéa
seek to speak a different language, listening
to women’s voices as they situate themselves
within the anti-fascist struggle, and to film
with different gestures, even as these draw
on or reflect militant cinema techniques.

CONCLUSION
To return to the questions raised at the
beginning of this article, we might ask: how
can we resist a gaze that fixes or resolves the
powerful images of these three tapes? How
can this compelling form of video nomadism
urge us to continue crossing borders, in both
their real and figurative sense? What can we
learn from the complexities of this politics
of solidarity displayed, debated and exposed
on all three tapes? The difficulty of analysing
these tapes lies in finding a way of looking
at these images from the present moment,
whilst taking into account the importance
of their historical activist context: in understanding what it is that should be highlighted, revised, analysed, and what the meaning
of the interference our present gaze brings
to these images is. In our focus on the audiovisual representation of borders, faces and
motherhood in these tapes, we have suggested three interacting prisms through which
to think about solidarity and border logics as
they are revealed in these videos.
We have equally argued that one way to approach these tapes is through attention to the
genealogies through which they come into
being. These genealogies bear witness to the
complexity of the interactions between different activist groups, each of whose own genealogy was also a sign of their complex affiliations; anti-fascist, feminist, proto-queer
(women of the Front d'Action Homosexuel
Révolutionnaire were present at the march),
Marxist-Leninist, syndicalists, the Catholic

prostitutes, to name a few. Genealogies as
they have been used by queer theorists and
feminists highlight the need for alternative
structures, outside traditional and conventional understandings of genealogy associated with family lineage. With reference to video, itself having, as we have seen, a troubled
genealogical relationship to film and television, Ryan argues, "a genealogy assumes that
the present resolution is subject to change".85
It is this potential for transformation that
interests us in our approach to these videos.
We perceive genealogy as a dis-organising
structure ("genealogies are never a straight
line"),86 that is taken on by activist communities in different circumstances with different
connotations, but always implying collective
political work. Between Protest in Hendaye,
The Women’s March in Hendaye and Spanish
Mothers, there is a shift from genealogy as
an activist framework, towards questioning
what happens when this is used as a prism to
analyse tapes that are perhaps more explicitly about motherhood. Yet motherhood, in
both of these tapes, is stated as a politics that
takes place not only on the streets, but also in
a politicised home, where the "private" gives
way to the public. In both the women's march
and the mothers' interviews, the politics of
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Fleckinger, Caméra Militante , 35.
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Ryan, “Cybernetic Guerrilla Warfare,” 39.
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Epelde Pagola, Aranguren Etxarte, and Retolaza Gutierrez,
Gure Genealogia Feministak , 16.
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This is not to say that the tapes are incomplete, but that, like
Adamson’s characterisation of New Left Cinema as having an
“unfinished” quality, they are “open texts that avail themselves to ongoing struggles, their meaning transformed by each
viewing”. Adamson, Enduring Images, 6. Equally, Debuysere
and Grootaers write about the films of Ogawa and Tsuchimoto
that they are “monumental works in progress which remain
open to incessant processes of debate and development” Of
Sea and Soil, 5.
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Les Insoumuses and Vidéa are reflected in
the form, in particular in their commitment
to process, and their highlighting of that
which is ongoing, coming back to the notion of a "pictorality in process" or "transformation imagery", but in a different sense
to what Spielmann's analysis implies. The
tapes are rougly edited, “imperfect”, having an unfinished quality87 out of necessity,
given the urgency of the situation. If these
works more-or-less disappeared following
the events depicted, in revisiting them now
we hope to contribute to debates on the construction of feminist and activist genealogies,
as we suggest, like Otaegui's mother in Spanish Mothers, that there is always more to say.
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Images

Fig. 1: “Women from the Basque country fight fascism” in Women’s March in Hendaye.

Fig. 2: Class struggle, sex struggle? Intertitle in Protest in Hendaye.
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Fig. 3: Ioana Wieder holds a microphone up for a speaker in Women’s March in Hendaye.

Fig. 4: Women arriving in Hendaye, coming off the bus, at the beginning of Women’s March in Hendaye.
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Fig. 5: Banner painting in Women’s March in Hendaye: “Solidarity is a great thing”.

Fig. 6: Balloon inflating in Women’s March in Hendaye.
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Fig. 7: Casilda Hernáez (towards the left), Women's March in Hendaye.

Fig. 8: A woman from the Comité España Libre in Women's March in Hendaye.
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Fig. 9: Final freeze-frame of Women's March in Hendaye: "Down with death".

Fig. 10: High-angle shot of the CRS in Women’s March in Hendaye.
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Fig. 11: Women at the border facing French police, Women's March in Hendaye.

Fig. 12: María Victoria Sanchez Bravo in Spanish Mothers.
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Fig. 13: Txiki and Otaegui’s faces painted on banners, with CRS shot from behind in Women’s March in Hendaye.

Fig. 14: Freeze-frame on Otaegui's mother, Spanish Mothers.
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Fig. 15: Txiki’s mother addresses the camera, Spanish Mothers.

Fig. 16: Maintaining anonymity, an activist speaks from behind a veil in Spanish Mothers.
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Fig. 17: Maintaining anonymity in Spanish Mothers: an activist is filmed behind a plant.

Fig. 18: Captain José Ignacio Domínguez Martín Sánchez from the Union Militar Democrática addressesing the Parisian press,
Spanish Mothers.
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Fig. 19: The photographs of Otaegui's coffin, Spanish Mothers.

Fig. 20: “The people and their solidarity will have the last word” Txiki’s mother reads Txiki’s last letter from prison, Spanish Mothers.
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Fig. 21: Maite Idirin singing "Ama", Women's March in Hendaye.
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Annex
The following pages reproduce the sixth issue of the publication
Le quotidien des femmes (published on October 2, 1975) cited in
the previous article. The document was preserved in the personal
collection of Jokin Apalategi and Maite Idirin.
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University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU (AKMEKA
IT1278-19)

INTRODUCTION
Akmeka is a research group working at the
University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU).
In the three contributions it has made to this
publication, it has sought to address some of
the possibilities of art research from a contemporary perspective.
The first piece describes Natxo Rodríguez
and Arantza Lauzirika's open research project into the archive of the now defunct Arteleku Art Centre (San Sebastian, 1987-2014).
The second text is based on a thesis by PhD
student Pablo Maraví and examines the early
days of video art in the Basque Country, including some of the artists behind the pieces
in the Arteleku video collection. In the third
contribution, Vicente Del Pedregal, Luiza
Gonçalves, Ramón De Fontecha and Lucas
Larriera, students at Elías Querejeta Zine
Eskola in the academic year 2020-2021 and
members of the research project Pérdidas de
generación (Generational Losses), appropriate
the footage from videos documenting Arteleku’s workshops to bring them to the territory of creation with the help of texts. Finally,
there is a contribution by the young artist
María Muriedas, in which she addresses the
creative process as research, as the first video-creators did, but from and in a contemporary perspective and context.
Together, these three pieces offer an outline of possible research into contemporary
art linked to image recording, based on very
specific materials, embracing historical research, open research, and art-as-research.

Translation: Diana Draper
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OPEN RESEARCH ON ARTELEKU’S
VIDEO COLLECTION
Arantza Lauzirika
Natxo Rodriguez

University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU (AKMEKA
IT1278-19)
Exploring an archive is always a challenging task, especially if one plans to cross the
blurred line between collections, documents
and materials. One's approach will depend on
whether one plans to carry out conservation
work, write the definitive account, prioritise
the heritage value of the archive or highlight
some specialist interpretation. To some extent, the different processes involved in each
of these approaches will inevitably have their
own consequences: institutionalisation of
the archive, exclusive management, restricted access, etc.
However, this project seeks to build another framework of relationship with the archive
— not just with its component materials, but
with the people who have experienced it,
the policies that have governed it, other archives that complement it and, in general,
everything with which it has a rhizomatic,
synchronic or diachronic relationship. In this
way, we move beyond the archive-as-institution to an instituting dynamic that has
more to do with an ensemble, polyhedral,
transtemporal memory. In short, it is a living
archive, whose aim is not to relive the past,
but to raise new issues out of the corpus of
past experiences.
Akmeka, a research group from the University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU),
has therefore taken a multi-layered approach
to the Arteleku heritage.
1

Pablo Maraví, Entre la historia y el mito: Arteleku y la difuminación de su memoria audiovisual (Akmeka, 2021), 11.

THE ARTELEKU ARCHIVE
Arteleku was an art centre set up by the
Gipuzkoa Provincial Council in 1987, which
was finally shut down in 2014. It was oriented
towards experimentation, art and art theory, production, reflection and knowledge and
provided a place for artists to work, meet and
learn together. It was also a venue for exploration and research into a range of contemporary issues from different fields, hosting
workshops, seminars, exhibitions, lectures
and debates. Anyone who visited Arteleku,
who lived and worked in one of the studios,
used the workshops and library, participated
in one of its parallel projects or contributed
as a teacher, speaker or artist, had their own
specific personal experience of the centre
and their own account of what it meant.
From the outset, this research project had
to address two very specific and problematic
issues. The first was related to the memory
of Arteleku and the difficulty of conveying
an often-pioneering experience to university students, among others. Younger generations were unfamiliar with the reasons why
this small cultural space on the outskirts of
San Sebastian became —and still remains—
an artistic and cultural reference point. More
concerning, however, was the feeling that we
lacked the right tools to adequately explain
its 25-year history, legacy and impact.
The second, more specific, issue was related to the nature of the archival material itself.
Out of all the material, work, files, recordings,
productions, documents and miscellaneous items accumulated over Arteleku's long
history, a number of questions arose: What
had happened to Arteleku's video collection?
Where were all those pieces by Basque, Spanish and international artists that had formed
the video library? In its day, that video collection —comprising two major acquisitions
(from 1988 and 1990)1 — had been a major
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landmark in providing access to experimental audiovisual and video artwork. Remember
that this was a pre-Internet era, when such
work was generally of little interest to broadcasters and few museums, galleries or centres
were open to exhibiting this kind of art.
We were therefore driven by a twofold concern for preserving and conveying memory
—and our interest in a collection of magnetic
tapes— to undertake this research into the
potential-rich source, basing our work on the
concept of the archive outlined at the start of
this text.
Akmeka has five lines of research, one of
which is Artistic Practices in Relation to Memory, Archive and Context. It was in this area that
we began to work on the idea of the archive
and the mechanisms that could be used to reactivate it. The idea was also to lay the foundations for other new accounts and stories to
emerge, and to try to build an archive of the
common that would be capable of interacting
with other archives. We are aware that the
historical, social and economic context in
which we are working is very different from
that in which Arteleku emerged, not least in
technological aspects.
We have been working since 2017 to recover and reactivate the archive and with it, the
memory (and memories) of Arteleku. In doing
so, we want to publicise the accounts of those
who formed part of the centre's history and
make the collection available for possible future research, to ensure that the archive can
be more than just a museum piece and an exercise in conservation. To this end, we have
taken several small but complex steps.
We do not want to simplify either the idea
of memory or the idea of the archive itself, or
to imply that they are one and the same thing.
Nonetheless, we do view the archive as a reference point for our research. Our work was
also conditioned to some extent by the previous existence of artxibo.arteleku.net, an on-
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line space replete with documents, materials,
publications and information which had been
conscientiously digitised and organised by
the Gipuzkoa Provincial Council. This digital
archive had been kept on hold since the centre
closed, but was not user-friendly, and contents were difficult to locate for anyone unfamiliar with them. Our aim has therefore been
to build a diverse, ensemble narrative from
the rich and complex artxibo.arteleku.net website, and to enable new readings, re-readings
and interpretations of the archive(s).
The format followed by the research process resembles the way in which the subject
itself emerged: an archive made up of documentary records, texts of all kinds, images,
documents, work processes linked to artistic
practice, etc. Our research has spawned new
materials which form the bulk of a new series of working papers which serve both to
activate and document the archive. As well as
providing a view of the past, the archive has
the potential to catalyse future knowledge,
thus generating new forms of production
and research focused on the archive itself.
Although our work has been conditioned by
funding requirements and sometimes by a
lack of institutional engagement in the activation and preservation of this legacy, we are
gradually making progress towards a sometimesuncertain future.
It is important to note that as lecturers and
researchers in contemporary art, we view the
processes and methodologies of artistic creation as processes of research in themselves.
The structures that are spawned in the different phases of a creative process —in which
experimentation is an inherent part of the final result— lead to projects that can offer new,
original and often unpublished knowledge.
Although they might not immediately conform to traditional notions of science, they
should nonetheless be viewed as research.
To date, several lines of work have been
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launched, including a micro-research series
carried out in collaboration with the Museo
Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía, which
together with other materials are helping
to shape a research project comprising documents of different kinds and in different
conditions. This sort of micro-memory2,
presented in hypertext mode and conducted
by various individuals related in one way or
another to Arteleku, offers different views of
specific experiences, projects, areas of interest and themes. As well as taking the form
of accounts in themselves, they also activate documents and materials from artxibo.
arteleku.net. Moreover, they serve to identify
gaps in the information and documentation
and also enable interconnections with other
archives or repositories where necessary.
The same is true of the video interviews
(Bideo Kaxetak 3) with people who had different links with Arteleku, which complement
the micro-accounts in text version; and the
plan to activate Arteleku's missing video collection, by reviewing and reinterpreting the
pieces in it.4
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In addition to this work, we have also conducted an experimental research project in
collaboration with Elías Querejeta Zine Eskola (EQZE). Students from the school have
been taking part in a project entitled Pérdidas de generación (Generational Losses or PdG).
Beyond the literal meaning, the name refers
to the layers of noise and sediment that impregnate the remains of a primarily magnetic archive. These defects sometimes make
that archive difficult to read, conceal passages and eradicate some of the circumstances
and even protagonists of the situations. At
the same time, however, they can bring new
meanings, re-readings, textures and (emo-

tional, intellectual and even technological)
perspectives which would have been unthinkable at the time.
With this notion of a living archive, we have
approached the work from several perspectives, analysing the circumstances and criteria
that led to the creation of the collection, without ignoring its preservation and conservation.
At all times, we have taken into consideration
the possibility of making the magnetic material and its digitised versions accessible to the
public. The central rationale, as we have said, is
to allow it to be reviewed and reinterpreted and
to serve as material for consultation, research,
production and experimentation.
Thus far, PdG has been carried out in two
phases, over two consecutive academic years.
While both phases took Arteleku's video collection as their documentary and thematic
starting point, the results varied considerably, confirming the validity of taking an open
approach to the research in order to foster
unplanned processes.5 Here too, the project
itself is capable of producing —or generating— working materials that can be immediately incorporated into the corpus of the
archive, feeding back into it and adding to it.
PdG's research process has produced new
documents, arising out of sessions and meetings with Santi Eraso, Arturo/Fito Rodríguez,
Gabriel Villota, and Iñigo Salaberria and interviews with people linked in different ways
to the Intervenciones Urbanas project (Anto-

2

Micro-memories available at: http://www.akmeka.org/artxiboarteleku/works/home/

3

In the French Basque Country, the term kaxeta means a pill or
tablet. In colloquial Basque, it is also used to mean a cassette
tape.

4

Working with students from Elías Querejeta Zine Eskola
(EQZE) we discovered that of all the materials in the video art
collection, only a few tapes remain, together with some digital
work by video artist Iñigo Salaberria, made in 2006.
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ni Muntadas, Alicia Chillida, Santiago Eraso, José Ramón Asis, Jota Izquierdo, Natxo
Rodríguez and Caterina Borelli).6 We have
added these materials to the working papers,
and they are available to EQZE students.
Other projects have also emerged, relating the archive to the idea of a curatorship
in which dialogues are established between
items in the collection and contemporary
pieces by the artists themselves, as well as
to the idea of re-reading, reinterpreting and
re-signifying documentary images. These
new projects bring their own, unforeseen
contributions and it is in such results that the
rich benefits of methodologically open-ended
research can be fully appreciated.

IN CONCLUSION
From all this, we can conclude that open
research processes can be uncertain from a
peripheral perspective. There are no named
tasks, set targets, timelines or workflows.
The first steps may appear unsure, hesitant
and even problematic. It is often difficult to
find a possible path(s). Add to this a collaborative and non-hierarchical work process and
the discussions and the possible misunderstandings that are engendered between researchers taking their first steps in hitherto
unknown areas, and the level of uncertainty
can appear even greater.
However, as artists we structure the methodologies according to the needs generated
in the wanderings of the creative processes. Experience and time have shown that researchers feel they have collaborated in the
construction of the process and take ownership of the results, seeing them as something
that has been created from/for/by the group,
which they want to share with the community
at large. New discoveries spawn new working
papers and with them, new needs that weave a
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path from an uncertain but experiential dérive.
Unintentionally, the work of research, the
examination of archived content, the archivable event and the institution of the archive
itself, inevitably intersect in a process which
—if it is truly alive (as we intended), if it is to
continue to develop its full potential— can
never be concluded. This text, like the very
idea of the archive with which we work and
which forms the basis of our research, and
like any other working paper, remains unfinished, constantly open to possible changes
and further contributions.

Translation: Diana Draper
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VIDEO ART PRODUCTION AND
DISSEMINATION IN THE BASQUE
COUNTRY IN THE 1980S AND
1990S
Pablo Maraví Martínez

University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU (AKMEKA
IT1278-19)
This short text maps the early developments of video art in the Basque Country. It
offers a brief summary of some of the content
of ‘Arqueología del videoarte en Euskal Herria’, a doctoral thesis supervised by Gabriel
Villota Toyos and Arturo/Fito Rodríguez.

FIRST EXPERIENCES
The Basque art world's first contacts with
the field of video art can be traced back to
the 1972 Encuentros de Pamplona and a season entitled ‘This is your Roof’, which consisted of a series of tapes purpose-made for the
event by artists such as Vito Acconci, Gordon
Matta-Clark, Antoni Muntadas, Nancy Holt and
Dennis Oppenheim.1 Despite the fame of the
artists involved, video continued to make little or no impact on the work of Basque artists
of the time, in a social and political climate

1

For further information on the Encuentros and its film and
video programme, see: Vicente J. Benet, “Imágenes/revueltas: el cine en los encuentros de Pamplona,”, in Encuentros
de Pamplona de 1972: Fin de fiesta del arte experimental, ed.
José Díaz Cuyás (Madrid: Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía, 2010), 174ff.

2

Ander González Antona, El vídeo en el País Vasco (19721992). Reflexiones en torno a una práctica artística (Bilbao:
Servicio editorial Universidad del País Vasco, 1995), 74ff.

that looked unfavourably on new forms of art
experimentation.
The first Video Information Week organised by José Ramón Saiz Morquillas for the
Caja de Ahorros Municipal de Bilbao (CAMB)
in 1979, with collaboration from the Barcelona collective Video-Nou, provided a group
of Basque visual artists with an opportunity
to take their first theoretical and practical
steps in different branches of video creation.
As Ander González Antona reports, from that
moment on, local artists such as Txupi Sanz,
Iñaki Bilbao, the Roscubas brothers, Emilio
Ramón Goitiandia and Morquillas began to
make their first experimental work in video,
primarily as a complement to or expansion of
their other output. Some of their pieces were
exhibited at art fairs such as ARTEDER 81’2.
The San Sebastian Video Festival (19821984), created shortly afterwards under the
umbrella of the San Sebastian International
Film Festival, is generally seen as a landmark
in the process of 'festivalisation' and 'spectacularisation' of video culture in Spain. In
the more specific surroundings of the Basque
Country, however, the San Sebastian Video
Festival provided new references and helped
nurture the imagination of the many artists
who were attracted to the new medium. It also
boosted a fledgling local video scene, with the
creation of a Basque video competition, programmed as part of the festival in 1983 and
1984. Several artists found an outlet for visibility in this context and in some cases, even a
certain international recognition. The festival
might therefore be identified as marking the
true beginnings of Basque video art.
The San Sebastian Video Festival was
wound up in 1984, but other festivals of different sizes began to emerge in the second
half of the 1980s, including Vitoria (1985),
Tolosa (1986) and Getxo (1988), which created
new meeting places and helped promote video production. During this time, the growing
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demand for video by the festivals was largely
satisfied by output from the special course in
audiovisual media at the Arts Faculty of the
University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU).
From its foundation in 1981-1982, the school
provided much of the content for these events,
with productions by students and teachers.

‘FESTIVAL’ VIDEO
Antonio Herranz's Taller de Imagen workshop in Algorta added video studies to its syllabus in 1984 and in 1985 the Gipuzkoa Provincial Council's Arts Department launched a
programme of subsidies for video art. While
the combination of these factors led to a notable increase in video output and exhibition
opportunities, some authors also suggest
that it had a harmful retroactive effect, in
that the sole raison d'être of much of the work
appeared to be confined to competing and
screening in the festivals.3
In 1987 Bosgarren Kolektiboa, the group
behind the Bideoaldia festival in Tolosa (19871990), picked up from where the San Sebastian Video Festival had left off in seeking to
promote Basque video. Having undertaken
a thorough exploration of the local scene,
Bosgarren Kolektiboa's clear policy was to
bring an identity to Basque video that it did
not hitherto possess. In 1988 it even set up
a section for Basque artists at the Arteleku
Video Library, which would serve as a reference point for the video creation of the 1980s.
Similarly, a programme was put together
3

Eugeni Bonet, ‘Madrid 84-86; Vídeo español, el mejor vídeo
de España’, in Catálogo del Bideoaldia ’89. Manual de Instrucciones II (Tolosa: Bosgarren Kolektiboa, 1989),100-101; and
Marcelo Expósito, ‘Vídeo español: del autor insatisfecho a la
televisión neoliberal’, in Ars Video Especial Nº1: Videocombate, nos.13/14, coord. Gabriel Villota & Marcelo Expósito (San
Sebastian: Ars Video Productos-Diputación Foral de Guipúzcoa, 1992), 17-38.
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with this group of artists at its core, enabling regular screenings of pieces by Basque
artists at a variety of domestic and overseas
festivals and exhibitions, as González noted
in the catalogue of the First Canary Islands
Video Festival.4
At the same time —as María Pallier remarks— it is important to note that Bideoaldia was the only festival in the 1980s to
bring a theoretical and critical focus to the
world of video.5 Arturo/Fito Rodríguez argues that in so doing, it managed to politically unite a series of agents behind a discourse that championed some of the critical
and subversive potential that had previously
characterised video art.6 As a result of this
emerging critical awareness, the 1989 Bideoaldia set the agenda for a debate on the appropriateness of the festival format as a hegemonic institutional framework.7
The new decade saw an institutional shift
in the field of video, with the two 'Biennials
of the Moving Image' (1990 and 1992) at the
MNCARS (Museo Centro de Arte Reina Sofía).
A strong critical discourse emerged, which
can be traced directly back to the proposals
set out at Bideoaldia in Tolosa. On this occasion, the criticism centred on the influence of

4

Xabier González, ‘Vídeo vasco: de inexistente a desconocido’,
in Catálogo I Festival de Vídeo de Canarias (Gran Canaria: Cabildo Insular de Gran Canaria, Comisión de Cultura, 1988).

5

María Pallier, ‘Cien videoartistas desaparecidos’, in Caras B
de la Historia del Vídeo Arte en España, ed. Nekane Aramburu
& Carlos Triguero (Madrid: Agencia Española de Cooperación
Internacional para el Desarrollo, 2011), 112.

6

Arturo/Fito Rodríguez, ‘Más allá de la contra-historia del
vídeo. Sobre disidencia, difusión y posibles genealogías’, in
Caras B de la Historia del Vídeo Arte en España, ed. Nekane
Aramburu & Carlos Triguero (Madrid: Agencia Española de
Cooperación Internacional para el Desarrollo, 2011), 92.

7

See ‘Pre-texto’, in Catálogo del Bideoaldia ’89. Manual de Instrucciones II (Tolosa: Bosgarren Kolektiboa, 1989), 97-99.
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the artistic milieu on the critical potential of
the medium, which in some cases led to ideological positions being taken with regard to
video art itself.8 However, this upsurge in debate contrasted with a notable drop in video
output from 1993 onwards and the increasing
precariousness of the sector, hindering the
work of both programmers and managers.
In this context, new cultural stratagems that
were intended to strengthen the Basque video panorama (such as Bosgarren Kolektiboa)
instead proved to be its swan song and eventually had to be wound up.

FROM THE DECLINE OF THE
FESTIVAL TO THE NORMALISATION
OF THE FORMAT
Most of the video festivals held in the
Basque Country failed to survive. One of the
few exceptions was the Vitoria Music Video
Festival, which during this time hosted some
of the work produced at Vitoria City Council's
Centro de Imagen y Nuevas Tecnologías (CINT).
The CINT operated from 1989 to 1995 and became an important focus of art work thanks to
the establishment of a specific workshop for
video creation (the Taller Teófilo Mingueza,
named after a local photographer and filmmaker who conducted pioneering experiments in 3D cinema in the 1930s.). Other new
events also emerged, including the Navarra
Video Festival,9 one of the principal venues for
exhibiting videos made in the Basque Country
between 1993 and 2002.
From 1988 to 1992, the Ars Video initiative,
launched by Iñaki Izar —joined shortly afterwards by Gabriel Villota— combined the
publication of the only magazine in Spain
devoted exclusively to video creation with
the creation in 1990 of a distribution company whose catalogue included a broad selec-

tion of Basque artists. Among other aspects,
Ars Video was outstanding for seeking out
new artists and works from the immediate surroundings, including some who were
still studying at centres such as the Andoain
Film and Video School (ESCIVI). Villota also
performed large-scale dissemination work
between 1992 and 1995, bringing Basque video into contact with the domestic and international scene, with two programmes at the
Sala Rekalde in Bilbao and the Larrotxene
Kultur Etxea in San Sebastian.
Arteleku had meanwhile established itself
as an institutional alternative and continued
to pay specific attention to the field of video-creation in the form of seasons, workshops
and seminars. Amongst the most important of
these were the first and second Encuentros de
Vídeo (1989 and 1990), ‘week, Videocombate.
La Semana de la Videocreación’ (1992) and
‘Desmontaje Film/Vídeo apropiación’ (1993).
Following the expansion of its video library in
1990 (with international work), Arteleku continued to add occasional video art materials
to its collection, as well as producing works
by local artists that went on to become part
of its collection. The arts faculty of the UPV/
EHU had also been building up an extensive
archive, with pieces by its students, many of
which were screened at the Videographic Creation Competition, held in the Banco Bilbao
Vizcaya (BBV)'s arts hall (1988-2013).
Here, it is worth highlighting the impor-

8

The clearest example is that of Marcelo Expósito and Gabriel
Villota, who in 1993 published Plusvalías de la imagen. Anotaciones (locales) para una crítica de los usos (y abusos) de la
imagen (Bilbao: Sala de Exposiciones REKALDE, S.L, 1993).

9

The event began its life in 1992, as the Primera Muestra de
Vídeo in Pamplona, but was retitled the Festival de Vídeo de
Navarra the following year. In 1999 it became the Certamen
de Creación Audiovisual de Navarra (Navarra Audiovisual
Creation Contest).
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tant role played by the Navarra Video Festival
at the end of the 1990s, which staged the ‘Encuentros de Vídeo/Altermedia en Pamplona’ in
1996 and 1998. These encounters helped to create a talking shop for many of the issues that
had historically affected the structural bases
of the sector (conditions of production, dissemination and exhibition). They also helped
to spark a reconsideration of the place of video
work in an environment in which the field of
visual arts had been largely transformed by
the rise of new technologies, multimedia and
online proposals. The Navarra Video Festival
was notable not only for consistently paying
attention to new experimental projects related to the evolution of new media, but also
for organising retrospectives of authors such
as José Val del Omar (1997), Antoni Muntadas
(1998) and Bill Seaman (1988), which gradually
defined its field of interest between the documentary and the experimental, eventually
spawning the Punto de Vista Documentary
Film Festival in 2005.
Another significant event took place in
1996, when the Gure Artea awards finally
did away with the distinction between disciplines, bringing the video format in under the
wider umbrella of contemporary Basque art.10
This recognition was further reinforced with
the progressive normalisation of audiovisual art in the contexts of art representation
at a national level. As Villota has commented,
this process became increasingly evident in
the 2000s11 and also prompted a greater number of Basque artists to start using video as a
tool in their art.
Based on the above, one must ask whether there can be said to exist a type of Basque
video art per se. It is a question that has been
discussed since the genre first emerged in the
early eighties and was taken up a considerable time later by artists such as Gabriel Villota or Arturo/Fito Rodríguez, who recently
suggested using the concept as an analytical
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and taxonomic category within the larger
paradigm of experimental audiovisual work
carried out in the Basque Country.12 Villota
and Rodríguez identify a series of small and
big narratives within experimental Basque
audiovisual work — a series of patterns or
themes that are repeated and have been
structured around certain practices, such as
video in this case. This approach opens up an
interesting line of work that is still developing and which we hope will grow and be enriched in the future.

Translation: Diana Draper

10

https://www.euskadi.eus/web01-a2kulsus/es/contenidos/
informacion/gure_artea_1996/es_15870/mueve.html

11

Gabriel Villota, ‘Espectáculo y devenir audiovisual en la escena artística contemporánea’, in Revista de Occidente 261
(2003), 56-67.

12

Arturo/Fito Rodríguez & Gabriel Villota Toyos, ‘Notas para
un paseo por las prácticas audiovisuales experimentales en
el País Vasco (1968-2016)’, in Vídeo-Arte. Recorridos por la
creación videográfica en Euskal Herria (Bilbao: Universidad
del País Vasco, Servicio Editorial, 2018), 35-52.
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF ARTELEKU
Ramón de Fontecha Hidalgo
Vicente del Pedregal
Luiza Gonçalves
Lucas Larriera
Elías Querejeta Zine Eskola

Our research into the Arteleku video collection was focused, right from the start, on
the video-creation pieces it contained, which
had already been catalogued. Nevertheless,
due to the (scattered and random) way in
which the material has survived and come
into our hands, we kept, quite by accident,
coming across other types of materials that,
intuitively and with the aim of distinguishing
them from the videoart pieces, we dubbed records. Both the videoart pieces and the records
form part of the Arteleku video collection.
Unless you have a roadmap, such as the
catalogue lists from the old library of this art
centre which once stood on the outskirts of
San Sebastian, the two types of pieces may
seem indistinguishable. They are just video
tapes that (with luck) have a label and a title.
All are ‘objects in trust’. We found this horizontality fascinating and decided to use it as
our guiding criterion.
We soon realised that, in this context, the
concept ‘record’ was linked to various artists.
These records, which show an Arteleku in operation, an Arteleku that is now lost, are interesting in that they have no known author.
They are orphans. No one knows who recorded them. They constitute ‘in-house material’.
Their initial purpose is also unknown. Were
they perhaps institutional records? And if so,
why do almost all of them have a markedly
artistic feel? And how would an institutional record even work in an art centre anyway?
Indeed, many records seem never to have
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been edited. In other words, they are raw
images. How should we view this material?
Due to the two characteristics mentioned
above (their orphan state and the rawness
of the images), we refuse to discard them. To
our mind, these records are also video-creations, and as such form part of the video
collection. They also form part of the movement to recover minor objects: not only due
to their evident evolution, but also because,
in many cases, the only evidence left of them
is a digital copy that can be accessed through
the archivo.arteleku.net website. There, we can
intuitively imagine both generational losses
and the loss of original material. Copies of
copies of copies. The digitalisation of copies.
The digital compression of copies to make
them available via streaming. This is our copy,
which, after all the ups and downs linked to
this collection, becomes for us, once again, in
this present, our original.

Translation: Diana Draper
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to set up a collective laboratory in which he researches different
processes linked to video, film and photography.

Arteleku Productions
1991. 13’10”
Open Zone. Workshop. Artist and Machine
1992. U-MATIC S. 6’30”
This River is This River is This River
1992. VHS. 17’43”
Jose Luis Goenaga Painting Workshop
1993. VHS. 60’
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WHEN THE HORSES LEFT
Maria Muriedas Diez
In her dream there were no horses. It was
something different; it was just her and me.
She described a scene where she was lying on the grass while I was filming. It was
a situation that could easily have happened
between us many times, but it was just a
dream. While she was trying to recreate it,
the horses appeared. If the tape hadn't been
lost, everything would have been different. I
wonder if the horses were really with us.
I take this dream, with others, as musical
scores to generate situations and processes
out of which dreamlike images emerge —
open narratives, unconnected stories, leaps
through space and time that are typical of
the dream world. And the same time, narratives are created that can take us to everyday events that tie in with our own personal
experiences and concerns. In this case, what
is being proposed is a succession of images forming a sequential path. It starts with
her lying on the grass when the horses left.
Anyone who was not there can only imagine
them, with the aid of a series of images that
will situate them in a specific space and time.
For our part, she and I can only resort to the
memory of that lived experience. The scene
ends with the sunset, a fade to black, as if we
were closing our eyes.

phy and video. In 2017 she obtained a fellowship from the University of the Basque Country to complete an artistic residency
in Reno, Nevada (USA). That same year, she received an honourable mention at the exhibition of contemporary art, Getxoarte.
In 2018, she won the first Ertibil Bizkaia prize. She completed
another artistic residency at Youkobo Art Space, Tokyo, Japan
and later went on to win the Salón Getxoarte prize. In 2019 she
held her first solo exhibition in the Basque Country, KAWAII, at
Sala Torrene in Algorta. In 2020 she was awarded a grant for the
plastic and visual arts by the Bizkaia Provincial Council. Among
others, she has participated in the following group exhibitions:

Zabor Zuria, curated by Jon Otamendi and organised by Eremuak
as part of the Harriak programme in 2016; the show curated by
Ismael Manterola at the Sanz Enea Art Centre in Zarautz in 2017;
Galeriak. Oskola Parau promoted by Okela Sormen Lantegia as
part of Getxoarte 2018 and KAO. Lora, Sandia ta Printzesa at
the Bilbao Museum of Reproductions, organised by the Bizkaia
Provincial Council in 2019.

Translation: Diana Draper
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